FRATERNITIES PLEDGE
THIRTY-NINE NEW MEN

RUSHING SEASON WAS LONGEST EVER KNOWN

Various Initiations Will Probably be Held on Return from Christmas Vacation.

The longest rushing season ever known at the college came to an end Friday night when the freshmen who were to receive bids, repaired quietly to Hawley Armory to pledge themselves to the system of building their chapter. For twenty-four hours silence had been maintained between upperclassmen and freshmen, to be broken for the first time when those freshmen who had signed their bids in the presence of the Mediator, went to the fraternities of their choice to be joyfully received by the ‘actives’ and congratulated.

According to the Mediator the result of the bidding is as follows:


H. WALES LINES CO. TO ERECT NEW GIRLS’ DORM

Bids for the new girls’ dormitory were made by the building committee Wednesday and the contract let to the H. Wales Lines Co. of Meriden, who built the dining hall and several other buildings on campus. The Board of Contract has approved the plans and specifications and the construction company agrees to have the building ready for occupancy September 15, 1923.

The bill passed at the special session of the legislature making the appropriation for a Woman’s Building for the college had been mislaid but recently came to light and has been certified by the Secretary of State.

AG. CLUB WINTER FAIR HAS NEW FEATURES

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN DAIRY PRODUCT JUDGING

Co-eds Hold Big Candy Sale—Many Entries for Judging Contests

What the Agricultural Club produced on the Armory floor last Friday afternoon and evening proved to be one of the most unique and educational of its Annual Winter Fairs.

At ten o’clock the Armory was opened to those who wished to see the exhibits. Many students, members of the faculty and neighboring farmers were present critically reviewing the educational exhibits in dairy, agronomy, home economics, apiculture, poultry, animal husbandry, publicity and floriculture. The splendid dairy exhibit and large home economics display attracted many of the spectators.

A successful Co-ed Candy Sale was held just before the opening of the doors. This feature of the product fair was evidenced by its quick disposal for the fair was scarcely underway when the last package was sold.

Beginning at one o’clock demonstrations of different phases of Agricultural and Domestic Science Work were given every hour. Official judging of exhibits occurred at three o’clock.

A new feature was introduced this year in the Dairy Products Judging Contest. At four p.m. twenty-nine students began judging the classes in ice cream, milk, and butter under the supervision of Professor R. C. Fisher, G. C. White and L. L. Chapman. Soon after supper the Crops and Poultry judging contests were held in the Armory.

The movies were attended by a large crowd in the evening. Between the reels Crampton’s famous gym team pulled off a half-hour vaudeville act and astonished the audience with its ability.

The dancing which was run on a nickel a dance system, proved very popular. During intermission considerable merriment was introduced when several boxes of apples exhibited by the Horticultural Department were sold in a little impromptu auction. At 11 o’clock the college orchestra executed grand finale.

The results of the contests are below:

Dairy Products Judging Contest

High Man—W. D. Burrington

Second—J. Lovett

Third—C. M. Hartwell

Poultry

High Man—J. C. Taylor.
FROSH Tossers Unable to Beat '21 Quintette

CO-EDS DEFEAT AMERICAN THREAD GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM

The Co-eds defeated the American Thread Mills Girls Basketball Team Friday night in Hawley Armory to the tune of 9 to 8. In the first half the Co-eds were outscored, the score for that period being 7 to 4 in favor of the American Thread.

In the second period Jean Smith made a couple of good field goals and from that time on the Co-eds held the lead, allowing the Willimantic girls to get but one goal to the Co-eds two field goals and one foul goal. The Co-eds lost many chances to score by their poor passing.

The Summary:

Co-eds
N. Hollock...... rf
Jean Smith...... rf
Ella Wattle...... ig
Olga Sagal...... rg

A. T. Co. Girls
M. Keiler...... rf
D. Curran...... rf
E. Reed...... c
F. Baker...... c
C. Shaefer...... sg
B. Lynch...... sg

AGGIES LACK A SCORING MACHINE AND PLAY MISERABLY

Gronowd 1akes Only Aggie Field Goal

Playing off-form the blue and white five lost the opening game of the season to Trinity in the Hartford High Gym by a score of 10 to 15. The Aggies knew that the game was in progress they had amassed a total of 12 points. Alexander finally found where the basket was located and dropped in a foul. The remainder of the half was fairly interesting and the Aggies fought on even terms with the Hartford Colle- gians and failed to gain on the opponents score. The half ended with the score 20 to 6 in favor of the blue and white.

A heart to heart talk by Coach Swartz instilled a little life in the team and they did manage to outplay their opponents in the sec- ond half and scored one more point than Trinity but all of the Hartford col- lege points were on fouls. Gronowoldt had the only Connecticut field goal of the night. It was not the fact that the Aggies won but rather the fact that the blue and white played miserably. In Bolles Trinity had a man who was better at passing in long slots but it is doubtful if they have any better team than this year than they did last season. The Connecticut five failed to develop any offense whatsoever and when they got possession of the sphere they appeared helpless and unable to pass. The defense was also weak at times the guards being continually shifted on the floor, allowing the Trinity forwards to slip behind the line but as a rule this failed to do Trinity any great amount of good as they seemed weak on short shots. A large crowd saw the game but the majority of that crowd were Aggie backers and if the blue and white did not win the game they certainly showed Trinity at their few pointers in college spirit.

The Summary:

Trinity
Bolles...... rf
Canner...... rf
Mills...... c
Nordlund...... rg
Tannal...... ig

Connecticut
Putnam...... rf
Alexander...... rf
Gronowoldt...... c
Sickler...... c
Lord...... rg

Field goals: Bolles 5, Canner 2, Mills 2, Nordlund, Gronowoldt, Four goals, Canner 5, Alexander 3, Sickler 8, Referee, Dillon.

AGGIES DROP HOME GAME TO WESLEYAN

Final Count 31 to 20 in Black and Reds Favor. Referee Fails to Call Fouls on Numerous Occasions.

The Wesleyan basketball team defeated the Connecticut Aggies last Saturday in Middletown by an easy margin, 31 to 20. There was considerable fouling throughout the whole contest and the game was a cross between a football and a basketball game. The feature of the game was a flying tackle by Alexander. This was most likely due to the fact that several men on both teams were on the gridiron during the past week, and Alexander started off well, the score at the middle of the first half being six all. From then on Wesleyan had a slight edge and the period closed 13 to 10 in favor of the Aggies. In the second half the lateness of the referee turned the game into a veritable football match in which the Wesleyan men were superior for they held continually without being called and they managed to pile up an eleven point lead, the final score being 31 to 20.

The Summary:

Wesleyan
Robertson, Ryallis...... rf
Putnam, Capt...... rf

Robison
Robertson, rf
Alexander...... rf
Hartman...... e

Gronowoldt
Deppen, Conway rg

Littleworth
Lord, Baxter Adam

Hosdowich
Sickler, Daily

Goals from floor: Robertson 5, Hartman 3, Hosdowich 2, Sickler 3, Alexander 2; Goals from fouls: Robertson 7, Robison 2, Sickler 3, Alexander 5; fouls missed: Robertson 2, Sickler 9, Putnam 2, Robertson, Alexander; Referee, Oriski, Springfield College

Timmer, Blevins, Aggies; Scorer, Bate- men, Wesleyan. Time of halves, 20 minutes.

FRESHMEN USE ORANGE AND BLACK FOR BANNER

The Freshman Class banner which will soon appear on the campus, embodies a new feature different from the banners adopted by previous classes. Instead of including the numerals 1924, the number 24 is spelled out.

The banner was designed by Stephen Cooke and is being made by the Green Mountain Card Co., of Vermont. It is eighteen by thirty-six inches, made of black felt with orange letters and a narrow orange border. "Connecti- cut" and "Twenty-four" spelled out beneath it are in the form of a diamond similar to the 1922 banner.

A sample is expected to arrive in a few days. Orders are being taken by the class banner committee composed of F. C. Littleworth, chairman, R. Bamford and Miss Moore.
NUTMEG STAFF PROCURES 280 SUBSCRIPTIONS

Will Probably Total Four Hundred Before Publication

The Nutmeg circulation campaign which ended Wednesday, December 15, realized over 275 subscriptions. Many signed up in the intention of subscribing for a book after the return from the Christmas vacation.

The Nutmeg Staff have been working on the book steadily and the football section of the annual is pretty well shaped up. After the Christmas holidays it is the intention of the Board to display photographs on the Bulletin Board in the Main Building that will probably appear in the 1921 Nutmeg.

Subscriptions of pictures will thus be placed on exhibit. The Book hopes to secure for use the numerous photos that have been taken and will be taken by the fellows or co-eds of any persons, scenes or happenings about the campus. To secure such pictures is the object of the bulletin editors. W. D. Pinkham will be glad to receive any prints at any time for display on the board.

Professor Irving G. Davis and W. H. Darrah attended a recent meeting of the New England Association of State Marketing Officials, and both men spoke at this meeting. Professor Davis was later elected the Secretary-Treasurer of the Association.

(Cont. from page 1 col. 4)

Corn and Potatoes

High Man—C. A. Slanetz.

A gold medal was given to the high man in each of the three contests at the first College Assembly after the Fair. W. D. Barrington was also high man in the Butter and Ice Cream classes of the Dairy Products Contest. C. C. Hartwell was high man in the Milk class. A year's subscription to a periodical representing the above will be given to the high men in each class.

The chief winners in the exhibition contests were as below:

B. C. Abbe won most of the ribbons in Corn and Small Grains; R. G. Chaffee in Vegetables; Garry Miles in Poultry; and W. J. Ford in Apricots. The greatest number of first premiums in the Home Economics exhibit went to Miss Mildred Gay. R. C. Abbe had the largest number of entries of any single exhibitor. A total of 160 entries were made at the Fair and the secretary feels that this number of entries should be larger next year, especially in the corn and small grains classes.

The publicity end of the Fair will be well cared for by S. Kostolefsky. He is planning to have write-ups and cut-ups of some of the more important agricultural periods of the United States.

Financially the fair was a true success this year and the Ag. Club is planning for a two day affair next year.

In May the Ag. Club expects to hold an outdoor carnival which shall include a live stock parade and judging.

MEDIANER SMOKER SHOWS INTERNATIONAL TALENT

Prize Bouquet Won by Egyptian Trio

An innovation in college custom appeared Thursday evening in the form of an upperclass smoker held under the auspices of the Mediator to relieve the strain incidental to the eve of fraternity pledging. A program of songs was presented under the tutelage of F. W. Maier and F. W. Webb of the Mediator. Although no elephants or callipigs were in the audience everybody will deny that the affair was a circus. In fact speculation was rife among the audience as to what P. T. Barnum would have done with such material, the majority claiming that they would make fine canvasbacks.

In order to give the reader an accurate impression of this gorgeous event we will describe it by acts or rounds whichever you prefer. The curtain rises accompanied by a loud roll of drum and roaring which upon further investigation is found to emanate from J. Bradford Ricketts who holds down the center of the stage whileimbirubing with both hands. Opinion among the audience was divided as to the effectiveness of this act, many stating that they could form an opinion more easily if they knew what he was talking about.

When interviewed on this point Mr. Ricketts indignantly replied that it was a Norwich version of "Mary had a little lamb."

In the next act we have "Mahoney and Daly, The Bookstore Duo," as announced by Mr. Webb. This was true enough but Webb forgot the piano with which Mahoney charmed the audience by a new version of "Round and Round and the Mulberry Bush."

As all programs must have a climax this was provided by "Lockwood, Rentals and Kostolefsky of the Springfield Music Circuit," in a stirring panto - mine which they called "She was only a horseman's daughter." What the audience called it is a different thing. Mr. Lockwood who is famous the Campus over for his ability as a Spanish athlete, enlarged his repertoire to include that of a Greek athlete in order to harmonize with his teammates.

Last but not least came Steere, Stick and Hildreth Company in a thrilling melodrama about which the least said the better for them.

Smokes and refreshments were then in order and the gathering broke up into small congenial groups to while away the time at cards and songs until late in the evening.

At a recent meeting of the Mansfield Post No. 46 of the American Legion the following officers were elected:

Commander, Arthur Barrows of Mansfield Center; Post Adjutant, C. A. Slanetz; Treasurer, J. Lovett. The executive committee consists of L. V. Dodd of Manchester Center, Dessey Dore of Mansfield Center and E. J. Slanetz.

THE CONNECTICUT CAMPUS

WILLIMANTIC TRUST CO.
Willimantic, Conn.

GENERAL BANKING
"A Bank for All the People"

PRESSING AND CLEANING NEATLY DONE

N. P. DICKENS
"KOONS"

PRESSING AND CLEANING Satisfaction Guaranteed
Room 44

C. J. AUSTIN
Room 7

MECHE & STODDARD, INC.
MILLERS SINCE 1871
MIDDLETOWN, - CONN.

We operate a modern mixing plant and manufacture high grade Dairy, Pig and Poultry Balanced Rations, or will mix to your special formula.

AT OTHER COLLEGES

The American Red Cross Society honor flag for men's colleges has been awarded to Williams College, where 86 percent of the student body took out annual membership in the organization. Brown University won second best in the eastern college campaign with 89 percent enrollment, followed by Worcester Tech. with 70 percent.

Among the women's colleges Wellesley and Wheaton both went over the top with 100 percent.

The Rhode Island "Beacon" reports that more than forty candidates for the basketball team are out for regular practice.

Reverend Vaughn Dabney, pastor of the Community Church at Durham, N. H., recently made his farewell address to the student body at New Hampshire State College. Upperclassmen will not doubt the insipiring talk given by Rev. Dabney at College Assembly last year.

The Bookstore will appear on the 1921 Middlebury College football schedule for the first three games of the season.

Statistics compiled by the recorder at New York University show students representing forty-five states and forty-seven different nationalities. Connecticut ranks third among the states with an attendance of 158 students.

(Cont. from page 1 col. 2)

The Connecticutt Agricultural College has the first New England chapter of the new honorary Dramatic Fraternity, Theta Alpha Phi, which was founded at Oklahoma Agricultural College in 1919. The local chapter has eight charter members, who have taken a major part in three plays, or a minor part in four plays.

F. D. Hortman, Chief of the Campus, declared that working for the Campus was one of the best ways in which a student who was not inclined toward athletics could serve the College and urged Freshmen to try out for the places which would be vacant on the Campus Board in June.

Insignia for the Co-ed's basketball team of last year has not arrived as yet, but the following girls were given the right to wear the emblem CONN.:: Miss Arnold, Miss Linton, Miss Wake- man, Miss Natalle Hallack, and Miss Smith.

Football certificates were also awarded to the following men, who have won their letter in football this year: Captain Mitchell, Graf, Ashman, Clark, Alexander, Wallace, Hajo sy, Ricketts, Maier, Bos, Daly, Jurablitz, Enigh, Baxter and Manager Dow.

David E. Warner presented the certificates.

As this is the Mansfield Post, it was considered to put the work in the hands of the members from the town, consequently a majority of the officers were elected from the resident members.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

The social committee scored a tre­mendous hit with the students in the choice of the second entertainment of the winter series. From the standpoint of an "ink-slinger" it was far and above other entertainments of similar nature as regards talent of the performers and it had enough modern zip and prettiness to make the audience certain of the century they were living in. We suspect that certain of the "ultra good" were gasping for fear the jokes might not meet the standards for humor, but apparently everything went over well, though there is a pos­sibility that such a 'peppy' quintet of girls may not be considered as entertain­ment for Aggie men, for they re­sponded rather too enthusiastically when applause was appropriate.

The rushing season is over, and it is safe to say that everybody is thor­oughly pleased that it is, for 'tenson' has been rather high on the Hill, and the few weeks, and a normal condition of things will soon be resumed. Whether the new methods are applicable to Connecticut, we do not feel, for there has not been enough time as yet to render a verdict on the carrying out of the whole season. It seems to have been popular with many of the Freshmen, but the upperclass­men seem more or less divided. What the Mediator will do for next season cannot be imagined, as debate over the M. K. is certain. That the newly inaugurated system is an advantage to Freshmen cannot be doubted, but it may not be so with the fraternities. There are only five weeks of classes before the mid-year examina­tions. The usual obstacles in the way of more than one of us. The text books haven't been getting more than a glancing attention of late (some books more than that, anyway) and for some persons their further presence on the campus depends on how much work they put in their studies from now on. Christmas vacation often helps some, usually those who need the study least for the others are so tired and so needy of a complete rest, that they can't study, which rest is the same one they have been taking all year at college.

CHRISTMAS VACATION

As each day falleth behind on the fourth horizontal row of the Decem­ber calendar, a holiday feeling can be discernible lingering to open a text­book. But be firm. Resist the temp­itation. It will be hard, of course, but many a man has been able to do it without putting stuff in his coffee either.

When New Year's Day comes make some kind of a resolution or resolu­tions. Don't draw it up in writing as your family might come across it some time and think you were sick or crazy, but just say in your own mind that you're going to force yourself to cut out this and you're going to do that and so on. And when you get back to school don't be afraid to speak out and tell the fellows all about it. They will only be too glad to help a sturdy young man carry out his noble purposes.

Along towards the end of the re­cess you'll have the very dickens of a feeling that you want to get back and don't let this bother you. Take your time in coming back. Do you think the Secretary's office will give you any more than 60 or 70 cuts? No, sir! Thirty would be enough to fire you. But, anyway, do not be in any hurry to get back. The loss of a couple of week's work will be absolutely nothing to worry about and furthermore, your girl on the Hill can get along without you for that length of time.

With this terminal piece of advice, we close, and wish to thank you all for allowing us to fill this space which was given to us, as blank as a Senior's face at graduation.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

—Micky Finn.

RESULT OF ROLL CALL

The Storrs Branch of the Hartford Chapter, includes Eastleigh, Mans­gurelyville and Wormwood Hill. Our field Depot, Four Corners, Merrow, quota from the chapter was 166 mem­bered our final figure. Here 346 members made up as follows:

1 Sustaining Member.
3 Contributing Members
542 Annual members
346 Total Membership.
Total subscription, $567.00.

This is an increase of three over the Senior Class had the best percentage of the classes. The Shakespearean Club had the best per­centage of the frats. The Co-eds had 21 a greater percentage than the men students.

LOOKOUT DIGOUTS

From the copies of the Lookout, the predecessor of the Campus, many old and interesting facts regarding our former college life and customs.

To all who read this paper it will be plainly seen that the occupants of Storrs Hall Garden were being rather mischievous a long time ago, for in the March issue of 1909 one reads of a certain fellow falling down the stairs and making loud pro­testations because his next door neighbor had borrowed the lantern that was supposed to be in the hall to find his way up to the cornerstone.

In the bygone days everyone was proud of the blue R. O. T. C. uni­forms with their white stripes and they were considered a mark of honor. To those who suffered from confinement in the full dress suits, probably some of this pride was melted away at the annual military ball when the youngsters tried to dance in full uniform on a hot spring night.

Work on the Boat Building was begun on April 14, 1906, and the cornerstone was laid on May 28.

The Greek letter Phi was awarded to the members of the Lookout Board as a "C" to the athletes at the present time.

In 1906 the Freshmen with thirteen men and the Sophomore team from a Connecticut of Thirty would be enough to fire you. But, anyway, do not be in any hurry to get back. The loss of a couple of week's work will be absolutely nothing to worry about and furthermore, your girl on the Hill can get along without you for that length of time.

With this terminal piece of advice, we close, and wish to thank you all for allowing us to fill this space which was given to us, as blank as a Senior's face at graduation.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

—Micky Finn.

RESULT OF ROLL CALL

The Storrs Branch of the Hartford Chapter, includes Eastleigh, Mans­gurelyville and Wormwood Hill. Our field Depot, Four Corners, Merrow, quota from the chapter was 166 mem­bered our final figure. Here 346 members made up as follows:

1 Sustaining Member.
3 Contributing Members
542 Annual members
346 Total Membership.
Total subscription, $567.00.

This is an increase of three over the Senior Class had the best percentage of the classes. The Shakespearean Club had the best per­centage of the frats. The Co-eds had 21 a greater percentage than the men students.

STUDENT RELIEF WORK IN EUROPE

The European Student Relief Fund originated as a result of the investiga­tions by the World Student Christian Federation and the Ameri­can Relief Administration. The hope of these organizations is to relieve the pressing needs of the students and professors of Central and Eastern Europe.

The situation is a very serious one and immediate relief is necessary. Some of the following conditions were found in Budapest:

26 percent of the students were liv­ing on two meals or less a day.
33 percent of the students possessed two suits of clothing or less.
15 percent of the students were without books.
15 percent of the students had but one pair of socks or none at all.

The work is being taken up by all of the leading colleges in the country and Connecticut has been asked to do her share.

Burton E. Callahan, '18, recently tired of selling public service securities and has gone into the garage business in Hartford.
SENior Co-Eds Take Trip Through Hartford
See Marketing Methods of Supplying Food to City

A marketing trip through Hartford was conducted by Professor I. G. Davis for his class of Senior Home Economics Students, Monday, December 13, Robert Belden, 30, reporter of current market prices in Hartford, assisted Mr. Davis in planning and making the trip arrangements. The trip was taken for the purpose of demonstrating the different marketing methods as they are worked out in the process of supplying food to a city. Swift and Company's Plant, Fowler and Hunting Company, P. Berry and Sons and the Municipal Market of Hartford were the places visited.

The great magnitude of the amount of products in these plants was a noticeable point and special emphasis was laid on the different methods of refrigerating and the various cool storage rooms. Besides the wholesale marketing companies and those working on a commission basis, many retail stores were also noted.

REVUE GIRL'S SINGING PLEASURES STUDENT CROWD

Reference to a "trolley in this town" by one of the charming artists of the Light Opera Revue at the second number of the Entertainment Course, Wednesday evening provoked a tremendous burst of applause and laughter from the audience who filled Hawley Armory. The "Revue," which many of the audience found to be the most entertaining feature that the social committee has procured for a long time, excelled in its musical and fulfilled presentation. Jane Hervey, as the "Sunshine Girl" drew a large share of the applause for her delightful and ingenious methods of pleasing the people. Her smile and clever stories gave an added life and zest to the performance, which was of a type and character seldom seen on the Armory stage.

Violin selections were well chosen and rendered and piano solos were well received. Songs and readings had a prominent part and were accompanied by effective stage work and attractive costumes.

LAND GRANT COLLEGES OF NEW ENGLAND TO UNITE

Representatives of the Board of Trustees of the Land Grant Colleges of New England met at Springfield December 10 and 11 and decided to form a permanent organization in order that the six such institutions can act as a unit in various cases and in this way have more influence. Pres. C. L. Beach attended as the representative from Connecticut.

One topic of discussion at the meeting was the practicality of establishing a uniform tuition charge for out of state students of New England.

"The was a fair co-ed named Jean, Who aspired to become kitchen queen, She took domestic science, And with every appliance, She prepared a whole meal from a bean."—Life.

Must be our Jean.

Teeter claims to have discovered the reason why so many Freshmen are making use of the drinking fountain at the pump house. "All green things need water," says he.

Finkie said he was going to break up the W. S. G. A. meeting the other night. Were his plans carried out? No; but Finkie was.

We wonder who the charming young lady is who McK. U—d and D—n were trying to reach on phone number 14, Willimantic, the other evening. We might add that this is the number most folks use to get in touch with the jail house.

Compton: What are you looking for, Ted?
Gardner: Nothing.
Compton: You'll find it in the trunk where that jug of sweet cider was.

Bates: There are at present about sixty-five male freshmen here not including the girls.

"Be sure you're right then go ahead," Dave Crocket said, but he is dead; The man today who gets along And goes ahead is often "wrong."

Dr. Sinnott: What is natural selection?
Student: Taking the best umbrella in the rack.

She: A girl's features are stamped on a man's heart.
He: "Yes, but it is always the complex situation that shows on the coat collar.

Merle: How old is a person who was born in 1806?
Sam: Was it a man or a woman?

Bennie: "I don't think you are a bit romantic. Didn't you ever want to hold your sweetheart's hands?"
Swede: Yes, once.

Bennie: When was that?
Swede: "She had four acres and I had a was a pair of sixes."

Kiss is a noun, though usually used as a conjunction. It is never declined. It is more common than proper. It is not very singular and is generally used in the plural and agrees with "me."—Ex.

A FRESHMAN

A boy stood on the burning deck
So far as we could learn,
Stood there in perfect safety,
He was too green to burn.

KAMPUS KLIPS

DE LAVAL Separators
Save in 7 Ways

QUANTITY of cream that no other separator will recover completely, particularly under the harder conditions of every day use, QUALITY of cream as evidenced by De Laval butter always scoring highest in every important contest.
LABOR in every way over any gravity system, and also over any other separator, by turning easier, being simpler, easier to clean and requiring no adjustment.
TIME by hours over any gravity system, and as well over any other separator by reason of greater capacity and the same reasons that save labor.
COST since while a De Laval Cream Separator may cost a little more than a poor one to begin with, it will last from ten to twenty years, while other separators wear out and require to be replaced in from one to five years.
PROFIT in more and better cream, with less labor and effort, every time milk is put through the machine, twice a day, or 730 times a year for every year the separator lasts.

SATISFACTION which is no small consideration, and can only come from knowing you have the best separator, and being sure you are at all times accomplishing the best possible results.
EASY TO PROVE THESE SAVINGS These are all facts every De Laval local agent is glad of the opportunity to prove to any prospective buyer. If you don't know the nearest De Laval agency write the nearest De Laval office as below.

The De Laval Separator Co.
165 Broadway
29 East Madison Street
61 Beale Street
New York City
San Francisco
50,000 Branches and Local Agencies The World Over

We Carry Shoes in Widths and Sizes to Fit the Feet
All Good Makes and Quality

BRICK & SULLIVAN

MARY ANNA SODA SHOP AND TEA ROOM
Main and Union Streets, WILLIMANTIC, CT.

Your Wants in the JEWELRY LINE will receive prompt attention at J. C. TRACY'S
668 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

Hotel Hooker
MAIN ST., WILLIMANTIC

When in Need of Sporting Goods Try
The Jordan Hardware Company
They Carry a Complete Line
664 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

GEORGE S. ELLIOTT INSURANCE

Jordon Building
Willimantic, Connecticut

HAIR CUTTING
E. S. PATTERSON
BASEMENT—STORRS HALL

A Complete Stock of VICTROLAS, RECORDS, PIANOS
UNITED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
666 Main St., Willimantic, Ct.

Established 1871

WRIGHT & DITSON
ATHLETIC HOUSE

SERVICE QUALITY

Reliable Equipment for FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL, HOCKEY, TRACK And All Indoor and Outdoor Sports

WRIGHT & DITSON
344 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

J. C. LINCOLN COMPANY
Furniture, Carpet, Roves, Crockery, Wall Plaques, Curtains, Bedding, Etc.
Willimantic, Conn.

Furniture 705-3 Undertaking 705-2
FOOTBALL BANQUET ENDS THE 1920 SEASON
Squad Royally Fed at College Dining Hall

Football definitely gave way to basketball when the football squad of the season of 1920 met for the last time on Wednesday evening, December 15, at the College Dining Hall and there paftook of a banquet and reviewed the season, now and then making allusion to the season to come.

Physical Director Roy Guyer and Mrs. Guyer, Captain Robert Boyers and Mrs. Boyers, Mr. David Warner and Mrs. Warner, Professor Sherman Hollister and Mr. John L. Hughes who were present with the squad doctated the principal parts of the feed which were supplemented by Miss Viola Taft. Mr. Hughes served in the capacity of toastmaster.

Captain Boyers was the principal speaker of the evening and besides paying tribute to the game of football as the leading sport, he gave some sound advice as regards football policy for the next year.

He also graded the teams which he had been playing in New England. Other speakers were Mr. Warner, Prof. Hollister, Mr. Guyer, Captain "Art" Mitchell, Manager "Brub" Dow, "Bill" Baxter, "Dutch" Maier, "Becky" Ricketts, "Beno" Graf, "Dan" Graf, "Fat" Schleichtcr, and "Perry" Wallace.

FOUL SHOT WINS GAME FOR DASHING JUNIORS
Sophs Now in Lead—Juniors and Seniors Tied

Monday afternoon the Juniors defeated the Seniors and the Sophomores triumphed over the School of Agriculture in the second pair of Interclass basketball games.

The Junior-Senior game was very hotly contested, both teams being evenly matched. At the end of the second half the score was 8 all and in the extra five minute period the Juniors were able to win the game on a foul shot by Beisiegel. Boise and Beisiegel starred for the '22 men. Bleivins and Wallace played the best game for the Seniors as they played all the men on both teams was especially good.

The line-up:
Wallace and Bleivins, fs; Osborne and Alexander gs; Bowers and Johnson; give the Seniors and Beisiegel and Dean, fs; Boise and Wooster gs; and Mitchell c. for the "Dashing Juniors."

In the Sophomore-Senior game the Sophomores had the edge on the "Age" men winning by the score of 12 to 5.

The playing of Brundage for the Sophomores was the feature of the game. Lilly and Clark played well for the School: Line-up:
Sophomores: Brundage, Mullane, fs; Patterson, Emigh, gs; Bolan, c.
S. of A.: Clark, Schultze, fs; Ashcroft, Irwin, gs; Lilly, c.

The standing of the teams to date:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Won</th>
<th>Lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seniors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juniors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophomores</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshmen</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. of A.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"MOSQUITOES" SUBJECT OF INTERESTING TALK
Dr. Jenkins Gives Clear Idea of Insect Pest

Dr. E. H. Jenkins, Director of the State Experiment Stations, delivered a very interesting address at College Assembly, December 22. His subject was "Mosquitoes." He treated the subject from the economic and scientific viewpoints and in referring to various phases of the mosquito's activity, he interposed some excellent humor. The substance of his remarks is as follows:

The mosquito causes a great amount of economic damage to mankind. As a carrier of malaria and yellow fever it has cost millions of lives and millions of dollars. There are about five hundred species of this insect, about twenty-five being found in Connecticut.

The greater part of the mosquitoes found in Connecticut are those that breed in swamps and marshes along the coast. As the mosquitoes breed only in wet places, control measures are put into effect there. A light covering of water in pools of water has a temporary good effect. A better way is to drain these places. This entails the digging of ditches. The state undertook some of this work in 1912 and found that drainage could be accomplished at $12 per acre. Various places along Long Island Sound have received this treatment. Three-fourths of the cost is paid by subscription and one-fourth by state funds. Other mosquitoes breed in barren swamps and swampy places on farms. These should be controlled by the owner on his premises.

In places where mosquitoes are a menace the cooperation of all people is necessary in order that the danger may be removed.

CLUB CHOOSES THREE MEN TO DEBATE R. I.
Comins, Abe and Flynn to Argue Immigration Question

A meeting of the Debating Club was held Monday evening in Horticultural Hall. President L. E. Faulkner reported that the subject of the R. I. debate had been changed to read, "Resolved: That all alien immigration to the U. S. be stopped for a period of two years. Tryouts for the debate were held and the following men presented three minute speeches:
E. J. Sianetz, R. G. Robbins, R. A. Collins, C. A. Sianetz, H. D. D. Boas, H. E. Flynn, R. C. Abe, L. E. Faulkner, Comins. The Judges were Prof. Douglass, Dr. Goode, and Dr. Gentry. These Judges decided that the men who should debate for Connecticut were Comins, Abe and Flynn, with Boas as alternate.

The Club gave a vote of thanks to the Faculty for their services as Judges.

AG. CLUB NOW PLANNING FOR SPRING CARNIVAL
A meeting of the Agricultural Club was held on Monday evening to hear the reports of the various committees regarding the recent fair. Plans for the next fair or carnival to be held in the spring were discussed. It was decided that in order to insure a successful Fair next year, plans should be formulated immediately. To follow this up the President was instructed to appoint a nominating committee to make out a list of Committee Chairmen for the Fair next year. This committee was appointed with Samuel Kostolefsky as Chairman.

The Club voted to express its appreciation of the help and cooperation of the Faculty and of Co-eds in making the last affair a successful one. Plans are also under way to put on livestock exhibits and judging contests some time in the early spring.

S. B. Morse, '18, is now Assistant Chemist and Bacteriologist with the Onondaga Milk Producers' Cooperative Association. Sam says, although he really never expected to get into the dairy game, he likes the work immensely.
R. I. DEBATING TEAM COMING TO CONN.

Will Argue Immigration Question in Hawley Armory before Easter

The College Debating Club voted to accept Rhode Island’s choice of a subject for an inter-collegiate debate, to be held in Hawley Armory sometime before the Easter vacation, at a special meeting held on Monday evening, December 13.

Several weeks ago Rhode Island State College challenged C. A. C. to a debate, and the Debating Club accepted the challenge. Rhode Island proposed several subjects for debate, and was asked to make a definite choice of one, which she did, choosing the proposition: "Resolved, that immigration to the United States Should be Suspended for a Period of Two Years."

At the meeting on Monday night, the Debating Club accepted the subject and chose the affirmative side. A committee was appointed to draw a tentative definition of terms, which will somewhat limit the scope of the debate.

In the debate there will be three speakers and one alternate on each side. Each speaker will be given twelve minutes to present his arguments, and the first speaker on each side will have an additional five minutes for a summary and rebuttal. Three prominent men not connected with either college will be selected as judges.

Tryouts to select the best debaters will begin at once, in order that a number of the best men may be preparing material during the Christmas vacation. Students who are not members of the Debating Club are eligible to try out for the Debating Team, and anyone interested should see President L. E. Faukner as soon as possible.

The plant may also be used later in breeding fine and reliable cockerels for raising the standard of egg-production throughout the State. Mr. Dawson thinks that a skill of White Wyandottes, which took first place in the Home Exhibit and won with a pen average of 220 eggs, will be the nucleus of this later development. Mr. Dawson has been breeding White Wyandottes for several years and has been able to control both the American and English Standard varieties.

"The great satisfaction I find in keeping poultry," says Mr. Dawson, "is that I can control both local and general conditions, whereas the teacher cannot do in his class-room, nor the preacher in his auditorium. If I find a pullet does not lay eggs, she can be sold for meat. If I want to draw a chicken-house I can do so. I can get performance commensurate with the effort I put into it or know who is to blame for the failure. This psychological satisfaction makes poultry-keeping an ideal side-line for the teacher or the preacher, who so often have to deal with intangible results, too apparent results at all."

Now that he has been relieved of his class in History, Mr. Dawson expects to devote some of his time to writing, having on his hands several requisitions for publications.

REV. M. DAWSON WISHES TO BUILD MODEL POULTRY PLANT

Thinks Problem of Rural Ministry Can Be Solved By Side-line Occupation

As previously announced in the Campus, Rev. M. Dawson, who has taught History 3 for two years past, has resigned from the teaching staff of the faculty, which is take effect January 1st. He has done so because of the pressure upon his time of certain projects he has been developing which are of considerable interest to the college.

The first of these is, of course, the plan for raising a fund of $100,000 or more, if possible, for erecting a church. Mr. Dawson will not only be what Dr. Denlinger calls “a new shrine at Storrs,” but which will afford proper facilities to the students, for activities and hospitality.

The second project upon which Mr. Dawson is working is what may be called a “demonstration poultry plant.” He is building and equipping what will become a model small poultry plant, to have a capacity of from 200 to 300 hens, illustrating all the new ideas advocated by our poultry department, with facilities for replacement of the stock each year. The purpose of the experiment is to tie up the rural ministry more closely to the agricultural colleges, by proving to them that a man who has a general understanding of agricultural problems, plus the ability to handle some one agricultural side-line in a skilled way, can earn enough from such a side-line to keep him from being forced to the wall by the economic pressure of too small salary.

Mr. Dawson’s plant is now operating with 138 pullets, and it is probable that the monthly revenue from even that small number of pullets will prove to be equal to the average wage of the typical rural preacher. When the plant is fully developed, Mr. Dawson thinks it will be possible for a man who has not the preparation, time, funds, or inclination to take the four-year course, and anyone interested should see President L. E. Faukner as soon as possible.

The project may also be used later in breeding fine and reliable cockerels for raising the standard of egg-production throughout the State. Mr. Dawson thinks that a skill of White Wyandottes, which took first place in the Home Contest with a pen average of 220 eggs, will be the nucleus of this later development. Mr. Dawson has been breeding White Wyandottes for several years and has been able to control both the American and English Standard varieties.

"The great satisfaction I find in keeping poultry," says Mr. Dawson, "is that I can control both local and general conditions, whereas the teacher cannot do in his class-room, nor the preacher in his auditorium. If I find a pullet does not lay eggs, she can be sold for meat. If I want to draw a chicken-house I can do so. I can get performance commensurate with the effort I put into it or know who is to blame for the failure. This psychological satisfaction makes poultry-keeping an ideal side-line for the teacher or the preacher, who so often have to deal with intangible results, too apparent results at all."

Now that he has been relieved of his class in History, Mr. Dawson expects to devote some of his time to writing, having on his hands several requisitions for publications.
WHAT GIRLS LEAVE HOME

Long Beach, Calif.,
November 21, 1920.

Dear Campus:

This is a greeting from two former
C. A. C. people who have recently
changed their Connecticut abode for
California quarters. While we have
become real California "boosters," we
are very earnest readers of The Campus
and will always be interested in
Storrs and its people.

Yesterday we went to spend the
week-end at Long Beach where one
of us is very pleasantly located, and
after exchanging Storrs news decided
to send you a letter. While waiting
for a car yesterday within a stone's
throw of the Sierra Madre foothills,
who should greet us on her return
from a hike up the mountains but
Eleanor Aspinwall, C. A. C., '16, who
has just come to live in Pasadena.
How we all talked Storrs and C. A. C.
while waiting for the car.

We two are most enthusiastic over
California climate, flowers, blue skies,
sunshine, cafeterias, and the friendli-
ness of the people. Don't you wish
you had been to dinner with us last
night—fresh green peas, French arti-
chookes, barbaccia (a Pacific fish),
tripe olives, strawberries and cream,
accompanied by the strains of "Dar-
danella," which made the high heeled
pumps of one of us jazz under the
tables. At this season, just outside the
door in the little white court poinsettias
twelve feet high are covered with scar-
let blossoms while geraniums and
eroses climb to meet them. A block
away the white crested waves of the
Pacific are rolling in and several
courageous bathers are riding on the
waves. Everyone who has a car, from
a Ford to a Locomobile, has come to
Long Beach for the afternoon.

Good-bye—we're going to join them
on the "Pike," at the Coronet Island
of Long Beach, and wish you were all
here to go with us.

ELIZABETH M. ELLIS.
MAUD E. HAYES.

POULTRY NOTES

First place in the egg-laying con-
test this week was tied by W. H. B.
KENT, CAZENOVIA, N. Y., BARRIED ROCKS,
and the old TOWN FARM, Peterboro,
N. H., ROHDE ISLAND REDS. Each
had 12 eggs. The next four places were
held by R. I. REDS. This is the sixth
week of the contest.

Mr. Warner recently visited the
23rd Annual Show of the Springfield
Poultry Club, where he judged 21 pens
of R. I. REDS for egg production.

Professor W. Kirkpatrick spent a
few days recently at the Portland,
Me., Show, where he judged all of the
production classes. There were 1500
birds there. He also gave two or three talks
at Portland and at Freeport. This
week Mr. Kirkpatrick is at the Bang-
gor show.

Dr. Dunn has returned from Buxey
Institute, Harvard, where he has been
completing the arrangement of ma-
terial for the nine-year report on the
Egg Laying Contest, which will be
published in bulletin form very short-
ly.